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241191120545336 241192120986437 241193120820305 241194170800071 241194261083356
241191120597107 241192150573834 241193120820312 241194171035140 241194261132337
241191130609369 241192160921953 241193120828727 241194190590740 241194270610021
241191130712060 241192170972577 241193120977142 241194190733046 241194271005141
241191150835014 241192191043006 241193170488482 241194191050203 241194271055071
241191150887769 241192240112382 241193260319597 241194191082270 241194271063805
241191150922584 241192240114727 241194120671500 241194191084479 241194300730256
241191170790244 241192240167802 241194120687081 241194221102083 241195120419318
241191170877895 241192240584417 241194120787431 241194240079688 241195120479682
241191170950091 241192240833084 241194120806232 241194240104884 241195150393887
241191171036387 241192240918296 241194120842814 241194240119332 241195190403413
241191190700275 241192260924868 241194121033425 241194240234513 241195240297919
241191220824498 241192261015045 241194130575953 241194240248692 241195260336369
241191240498937 241192300225735 241194130926826 241194240366553 241195260392130
241191240871415 241192301031356 241194150937338 241194240779342 241195260399637
241191260825006 241192311084505 241194151037431 241194240870479 241195260480005
241192110946293 241193120536726 241194170456016 241194260642609
241192120571545 241193120614791 241194170559620 241194260731476
241192120589807 241193120742196 241194170628293 241194261076524

1.0: Candidates bearing the Roll Numbers listed herein under have been provisionally shortlisted for the Additional Document Verification (ADV-1) for the posts notified in Pay Level – 3, based on their score in 2nd stage CBT,  and the priority for various posts 
furnished by them in the online application. This list of shortlisted candidates for ADV-1 is drawn equal to the revised vacancies published in the websites of RRBs, subject to availability of eligible candidates. 

2.0: The Additional Document Verification (ADV-1) will start on 27.07.2023 and Block date for absent candidates is on 03.08.2023. The candidates scheduled for ADV-1 will get an email to download their e-call letter from RRB Website. 

3.0: Candidates may note that after successful completion of ADV-1, they have to undergo Medical Examination at the nominated Railway Hospitals located in the jurisdiction of RRB. The candidates are required to come prepared to stay for three to four 
days. Candidates have to pay the prescribed medical fee of Rs.24/-. Accordingly, candidates have to come prepared for ADV-1 and medical examination.

4.0: The shortlisted candidates for ADV-1 should produce all the original documents along with one set of Xerox copies in A4 size as detailed in the CEN and e-call letter.

5.0: Candidature of all the shortlisted candidates for Additional Document Verification (ADV-1) is purely provisional and is liable to be cancelled, at any stage of recruitment or thereafter, in case of any inconsistency / deficiency in the data furnished by them 
in their online application or any malpractice on the part of candidates coming to the notice of RRB at any stage of the recruitment process. It may be noted that merely calling a candidate for Additional Document Verification (ADV-1) does not entitle him/her 
in any way to an appointment in the Railways.

6.0: While every care has been taken in preparing the list of candidates shortlisted for Additional Document Verification (ADV-1), RRB reserves the right to rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistakes. RRB regrets for the inability to 
entertain any correspondence from unsuccessful candidates.

7.0: Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerised and the selection is based purely on the 
merit of the candidates.

8.0: Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates.

9.0: The Roll Numbers of provisionally shortlisted candidates for Additional Document Verification (ADV-1) are arranged in ascending order and not in the order of merit.

Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully computerized and the selection is based on merit of 
candidates only. Please visit the official websites of RRBs for regular updates and   information.

Roll Number of Shortlisted candidates for 7th CPC Level in ascending order (not in order of merit)
Level 3

--------End of List--------
Total Number of candidates shortlisted : 92
Date : 18 July 2023                                                                                                                                                                                                          Chairman/RRB/Mumbai
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CEN 01/2019 – NTPC  (GRADUATE AND UNDER GRADUATE POSTS)
List of Candidates shortlisted for Additional Document Verification (ADV-1) (Pay Level-3)


